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This chapter concerns derivational morphology, a domain that was marginal to the Berko wug task (3 or 4 of nearly 30 production items). Yet the research reported here derives directly from this classic study because it, too, makes use of structured elicitation for evaluating children’s productive, rule-bound knowledge of morphological alternations. Two questions of principle serve as background to discussion of methodology in language acquisition research: how children construe nouns versus verbs as a universal linguistic contrast, and the impact on this process of language-particular factors in the acquisition of Hebrew as a first language. Findings from a structured elicitation task in which subjects coin new words from familiar lexical items are then compared with studies based on nonsense-words and with children’s spontaneous lexical coinages.

NOUNS VERSUS VERBS IN ACQUISITION

The distinction between how children acquire nouns and verbs has been considered from different perspectives: the relative order of noun and
verb acquisition at the one-word stage and the proportion of items from different word classes in children’s early vocabulary in different languages (e.g., Bloom, Tinker, & Margulis, 1993; Gentner, 1982; Gopnik & Choi, 1995; Tardif, 1996; Tomasello & Farrar, 1986); the distribution of nouns as compared with verbs in early caregiver input (e.g., Goldfield, 1993; Slobin & Kuntay, 1995; Tardif, Shatz, & Naigles, 1997); and the acquisition of word classes as syntactic categories (e.g., Braine, 1987; Maratsos, 1988; Pinker, 1984; Tomasello, Akhtar, Dobson, & Rekau, 1997). The present analysis, in contrast, examines how children distinguish between nouns and verbs morphologically. Focus is thus on the word-internal form and structure of these two classes of words rather than on their syntactic distribution or their communicative function.

All languages appear to make a major lexical-class distinction between categories corresponding to nouns and verbs, although membership in the two classes does not fully overlap across languages (Anderson, 1985; Hopper & Thompson, 1984, 1985; Langacker, 1987). This distinction falls into the category of what Chomsky (1965) termed “substantive” as compared with “formal” universals, akin to Keenan’s (1975) idea of “naive universals” shared by all languages. The implication for acquisition, in this as in other areas of linguistic form/function mapping, is that children are from the start predisposed to attend to such distinctions (Berman, 1988, 1993a). What they need to learn is (a) how the relevant categorial distinctions are marked in the language they are acquiring, and (b) what lexical and grammatical consequences this has in their own target language.

**NOUNS VERSUS VERBS IN HEBREW**

Children acquiring Hebrew have both a relatively easy and a rather difficult task in distinguishing between verbs and nouns. Words in the two classes typically take different morphological forms, so children have formal surface cues to help them identify the class membership of the words they hear. From the point of view of comprehension, their task in a Semitic language may thus be simpler than it is for children learning a more analytic language such as English, in which there are often only syntactic cues to distinguish between, say, *to cook* ~ *a cook*; *his (shoe)laces* ~ *he laces*

---

1 Maratsos (1991), in contrast, suggests that given languages like Tagalog, “the only candidate for a universal form-class category is nouns, and the only universal distinction, that of noun-other” (p. 68).

---

5. **STRUCTURED ELICITATIONS, SPONTANEOUS COINAGES**

his shoes, compared with the corresponding Hebrew terms *le-vashel* ~ *bashlan*, *ha-srox* ~ *sorex*. But in producing forms in a language with a rich bound morphology such as Hebrew, children cannot rely on simply using a given word as either a verb or a noun. Instead, they have to obey numerous language-specific constraints in order to produce words that are morphologically appropriate to a given word class (verb versus noun) and often also to a particular subgroup in that class (e.g., transitive versus intransitive verb, agent versus place noun).

Most content words in Hebrew—all verbs, and most nouns and adjectives—are made up of consonantal roots and associated affixal patterns. This is illustrated in (1) for verbs and nouns formed from the two roots *g-d-l* standing for something like “grow, increase in size” and *k-t-v* meaning “write, represent linguistic signs graphically.” The symbol C stands for any root consonant; affixal consonants and vowels are represented with their phonetic values; verbs are listed in the masculine singular, third person, past tense; stress is word-final, except where marked by an acute accent on the penultimate vowel; and three dashes --- represent accidental gaps in the established lexicon.

(1) **Verbs and Nouns based on the consonantal roots *g-d-l, k-t-b* ~ *x-t-v* [see note 2]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbs:</th>
<th>g-d-l</th>
<th>k-t-v</th>
<th>x-t-v</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pattern 1</td>
<td>gadal</td>
<td>&quot;grow&quot;</td>
<td>[Intransitive]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>nixtav</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern 3</td>
<td>gidel</td>
<td>&quot;grow, raise&quot;</td>
<td>[Trans]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern 4</td>
<td>hitgadel</td>
<td>&quot;aggrandize&quot;</td>
<td>[Reflx]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Reciprocal]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern 5</td>
<td>higdit</td>
<td>&quot;enlarge, magnify&quot;</td>
<td>hixtiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Causative]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent Nouns:</td>
<td>megadel</td>
<td>&quot;grower, farmer&quot;</td>
<td>kotev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mekal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Action Nominals:**

| Pattern 1       | gdala | "growing, growth" | kitva | "writing, script" |
| Pattern 3       | gidul | "growth, tumor" | kituv-t | "caption(izing)" |
| Pattern 4       | hitgadlut | "aggrandizement" | hitkatve | "corresponding/ence" |
| Pattern 5       | hagdala | "enlarging/ment" | haxtava | "dictating/ion" |

---

2 The stop b and fricative v alternate in a relatively predictable way, which children attend to from very early on (and so, too, for the pairs p/f, k/s).

3 These three agent nouns are the same as present-tense (participial) forms and in this sense can be said to be derived by zero derivation, or syntactic conversion from their associated verbs.
can be: non-root-based, underived forms (e.g., ax “brother,” sus “horse”); in the linear form of an existing word plus suffix (e.g., ax-yay “nephew,” sus-on “little horse”); in the form of blends or compounds (e.g., axot-raxmaniya “nursing sister,” sus-murats “race-horse”); loan words (e.g., the place noun pitsariya, the agent noun shef “chef”); and also in several dozen root plus affixal patterns. As a result, the Hebrew place noun madaf “shell” could yield only a total of five well-formed, nonpassive verb coinages: in the three transitive patterns P1 model, P3 midef, or P5 hadif meaning “shelve (something),” or in the intransitive P2 nidadf or P4 hitmadef in the sense of “be shelved, get shelved, shove oneself”; but the activity verb levašel “to cook” might give rise to dozens of possible innovative nouns, including place nouns such as bešel, mivšel, mivšela, mavšela, baviša, bašeniya, bavišeliya, as well as, say, agent nouns like bešal, bašil, bešel, bošlen, mavanšela, mavanšel (cf. established bašlan “gourmet cook,” mevašel “house-cook”).

Two conflicting predictions emerge from the contrast between language-general factors and the Hebrew-particular facts noted here. On the one hand, across languages, children should find it easier to derive nouns than verbs because nouns serve the basic referential function of naming, whereas verbs are more abstract relational elements for which suppletive, general-purpose terms are readily available (e.g., to bang, to hit for the act of using a hammer; to put in, put on for placing something in a crate or on a shelf). On the other hand, Hebrew-acquiring children might find it easier to coin verbs than nouns because in their language verbs occur only in a small, restricted set of obligatory morphological patterns based on a consonantal root combined with interdigitized affixes, whereas nouns can take a far wider range of forms.

FROM KNOWN TO NEW:
ELICITED INNOVATIONS

To test these predictions, I employed a research design first used by Clark and her associates in a range of studies with children speaking different languages (e.g., Clark & Hecht, 1981; see especially Clark, 1993), including Hebrew (e.g., Clark & Berman, 1984, 1987). In production tasks of the kind discussed here, children are given familiar words as source input items, and they are required to use these as a basis for coining innovative target output items. This design has formed the basis for several studies.
on children's knowledge of derivational morphology in Hebrew (summed up in Berman, 1995), whereas studies based on Clark have served for cross-linguistic Hebrew–English comparison, as shown in (2).

(2) Structured elicitations of Hebrew word formation:4

1. **Domain:** Verb-Transitivity Alternations [Berman, 1993a, 1993b]
   **Ages:** 2, 3, 8, adults
   **Task:** (a) Changing established intransitive verbs to their established transitive counterparts and vice versa (b) Coining novel intransitive verbs from established transitives and novel transitives from established intransitives
   **Example:** (a) **Source:** "Here the mother is washing [roxets] the little boy, and here . . ."
   **Target:** He's washing (himself) [mitraxets].
   (b) **Source:** "Here the little boy is crawling [zoxel], and here . . ."
   **Target:** His Daddy is crawling him [maxil, or mezoxel].

2. **Domain:** Endstate Resultatives = Passive Participles [Berman, 1994]
   **Ages:** 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, adults
   **Task:** Turning known active, transitive verbs to passive participles
   **Example:** **Source:** "Here's a razor to shave [le-galee] the man, and here . . ."
   **Target:** The man is shaved [megulax].

3. **Domain:** Compound Nouns [Berman, 1987; Clark & Berman, 1987]
   **Ages:** 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, adults
   **Task:** Coining novel compounds from peripheral phrases and clauses
   **Example:** **Source:** "What would you call (a) blanket [smixa] you use to cover a doll [buba], a blanket that is for a doll?"
   **Target:** *smixat + buba* "blanket + doll" = 'a doll-blanket'

4. **Domain:** Deverbal Noun Formation [Clark & Berman, 1984]
   **Ages:** 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, adults
   **Task:** Coining novel (agent, instrument, and place) nouns from established verbs

---

4 An asterisk marks novel items not in the established lexicon.
sound–meaning relation in order to be elicited. In contrast, the methodology used here provides “strong clues as to the intended semantics of the words” (Levy, 1987, p. 73).

Additionally, studies of inflectional morphology using nonsense words (e.g., Hecht, 1985; Levy, 1987) indicate that children do better with real words than with nonsense words as source input items. Karmiloff-Smith (1986) argues that this discrepancy is due to the vulnerability of newly acquired knowledge prior to speakers’ eventual automated, procedural performance based on fully consolidated, mature representations. Ravid (1995b) offers a similar explanation in her study of a wide range of inflectional alternations in Hebrew.

In contrast to studies using nonsense items as input, experimental studies like those reported here and by Clark (chapter 4, this volume) typically require children to coin new words from familiar lexical items, for example, nouns from verbs as in (2-4) and verbs from nouns as in (2-5). The task of having subjects devise novel target forms from established source forms that are already in their lexical repertoire ensures both “that children are not relying on rote-learning, since they have to apply their knowledge of form–meaning relations in interpreting and producing novel words . . . and that new words have established semantic associations to motivate their coining of new words” (Berman & Clark, 1992, p. 8). This procedure is particularly suitable in the domain of derivational morphology because it impels children to apply rules to items that do exist in the established lexicon but that happen not to undergo the particular alternation at issue (e.g., from intransitive verb or stative adjective to causative verb, or from verb to noun and noun to verb).

FROM KNOWN TO NEW: SPONTANEOUS INNOVATIONS

Data from such structured elicitations (see subsequent discussion of the Structured Elicitation Test) were supplemented by innovative noun and verb usages from the naturalistic speech output of Hebrew-speaking children from 18 months through early school age. These coinages form part of a collection of nearly 1,000 unconventional lexical usages recorded from the longitudinal speech samples from six children age 1:6 to 3:5 and from diary data and parental reports for another two dozen children. Such data reflect children’s natural propensity for coining new terms to name entities or to refer to situations for which they lack a readily accessible conventional label.

5. STRUCTURED ELICITATIONS, SPONTANEOUS COINAGES

The need to fill gaps in one’s personal lexical repertory is the basis for lexical innovation in general. This is what adult speakers (particularly but not only those with an official concern for language usage, such as journalists, language-policy makers, and translators) do when they encounter a notion for which they do not have a lexicalized label. Children innovate for this reason as well. For example, Varda, age 5:7, coins a novel verb when she says to her mother: telahmi li et ha-te “lemon + FEM my tea for me = put lemon in my tea,” denominated from the noun limon “a lemon”; and 4-year-old Ronen makes up a new noun when he calls his father a good taknay “fixer” from the P3 verb le-taken “to fix.” Children also coin words for referents that do have conventional terms in the current lexicon but that may be either not known or not accessible to them at the time of speaking. The asterisked forms in (3) illustrate such lexically unconventional, but structurally well-formed, Hebrew items—nouns in (3-1–3-3) and verbs in (3-4–3-6).

(3) Nouns and verbs coined in spontaneous speech output:

1. ha-*nīxt āra li këshe hayiti ayef.
   The rest(ing) helped me when I was tired
   [Matan, boy, 3:1]

   < la-nīxt “to rest”
   cf. established menīx “rest(ing)"

2. eyfo ha-*ma’atof la-matana?
   Where’s the wrapper for the present?
   [Nir, boy, 3:8]

   < la’atof “to wrap”
   cf. nyar-ata “wrapping paper”

3. ani meta mi-*tsemi’t, ani roca lishot.
   I’m dying of thirstiness, I want to drink.
   [Shelli, girl, 5:0]

   < tsame “thirsty”
   cf. tsima’ “thirst”

4. uf, ima, at *maxnik-a [P5+ FEM] oti kaka!
   Oh, Mom, you’re making-choke me now!
   [Hagar, girl, 4:0]

   < shota [P1 + FEM] “drink,”
   INTRANS cf. maskha
   “water + TRANSITIVE"

5. ima *mashtiva oti im ha-mits.
   Mom makes/gives-drink me the juice.
   [Eshe, boy, 4:4]

   < shorat [P1 + FEM] “drink,”
   INTRANS cf. mashta
   “water + TRANSITIVE”

   Sleeve my shirt for me.
   [Asaf, boy, 3:7]

   < sharval “(a) sleeve”
   cf. tekapli “fold, roll-up”
   + FEM, IMPER

These coinages show that Hebrew-speaking children as young as age 3 coin words both to fill genuine lexical gaps and to replace conventional
terms in the adult lexicon. They produce both novel nouns and verbs. And they construct these items in keeping with Hebrew-specific constraints on combining consonantal roots with appropriate affixal patterns for new-word formation. Therefore, why not rely exclusively on this rich naturalistic, communicatively motivated database to examine children’s ability to “go from known to new” in innovating novel verbs and nouns? The answer lies in the general usefulness of structured elicitation tasks in acquisition research, particularly in the lexicon. Carefully designed tests ensure representativeness across children, across structural and/or lexical categories, and across test items, where naturalistic data are sporadic, incidental, and nonexhaustive in coverage.

The present study attempts to overcome what Karmiloff-Smith (1979) termed “the experimental dilemma,” by considering findings for novel verbs and nouns coined in both structured and open-ended settings. To this end, the naturalistic database was a starting point for deciding which words to select as test items by serving (a) to check which words are typical of young children’s speech output, (b) to ascertain what form-meaning slots create the lexical gaps that children try to fill spontaneously, and (c) as a basis for comparison with findings for the lexical coinages produced in a structured test situation.

THE STRUCTURED ELICATION TEST

The two tests illustrated in (2-4) and (2-5) in the previous discussion were given to the same group of 60 children, 12 at each age group: preschoolers age 3 (range 3;0 – 3;10, mean age 3;5), 4 (range 4;0 – 4;11, mean age 4;4), and 5 years (range 5;0 – 6;0, mean age 5;6); and schoolchildren age 7 (mean 7;5) and 9 years (mean 9;6—Grades 2 and 4), compared with 12 adults (mean age 35 years) with males and females balanced in each group.

Procedures

In the nominal task (which involved deriving a novel verb from a familiar place noun) subjects were told, for example, “I’m putting these beads in a box [in Hebrew, the loan-word karon “carton,” argaz “crate,” or kofsa “box”]; what am I doing to the beads?” A suitable response might be mekarten, me’argez, or kofes /mekafes /makfis, respectively; to coin a new verb from a familiar instrument noun, children might be told, “Here’s a teddy bear who likes to use all kinds of things to do different jobs, he likes to use different instruments to do a lot of actions, what is he doing with the hammer [= patish]?” Possible responses are poteš, mefatesh, or mafish, in three different verb patterns. Source items on the nominal test were in four semantic classes: place and instrument nouns as in these two examples, and also object nouns (e.g., “I’m giving this room a window [= xalon], a carpet [= marvad]; what am I doing to the room?”) and adjectives (e.g., “This soup has no taste and no color; I want to help make it better to eat, I am going to make the soup sharp [= xarif] or green [= yarok]; what am I doing to the soup?”).

On the deverbal task, subjects were given familiar verbs in the three active, transitive binyan patterns, and they were required to derive novel target nouns and adjectives from them in four target semantic classes: place, instrument, and agent nouns; and resultative adjectives. For example, subjects were shown pictures of people in different states and performing different activities in unidentifiable places without any obvious instruments or means, and they were told to elicit place nouns, “What would you call a place that is used for buying, where people buy things [P1 infinitival li-knot, impersonal plural konim], for cooking, where people cook [P3 le-vashel, mevashlim]”; to elicit instrument nouns, “What would you call a thing, an instrument that is used for finding, that people find things with [P1 li-mtsso, mots’im], for cleaning, that people clean with [P3 le-nakot, menakim]”; and for agent nouns, “What would you call a person whose job is to fix, who likes fixing things [P3 le-taken], or a person whose job is to boil, a person that works at boiling things [P5 le-haritix, maretixim].”

All subjects were given both tests. Half were presented with the nominal task (to coin novel verbs) before the deverbal task (to coin novel nouns), and the other half were first given the deverbal task and then the nominal task. Responses were elicited from preschool children through age 6 with the aid of props for the nominal test (beads that

3 The input nouns karton, argaz contain more than the canonical three consonants (k-r-t, r-g-t), so they are most suited to verbs formed in the P3 pi’e activity pattern (chosen by all 12 adults on this task). The noun kofsa “can, box,” in contrast, includes only three consonants (k-f-s), and so can be the basis for a verb in any of the three verb patterns illustrated here—not only P3 mekafes but also P1 kofes or P5 makfis.

6 Verbs were always presented in the inflectionally marked forms of infinitives (with a prefixal l-) and impersonals (with a plural -im suffix) to avoid using the third person present tense or participle form of verbs as input, because these could serve as agent or instrument nouns (e.g., P3 menake “cleaner,” P5 maritix “boiler”).

7 Preschoolers (age 3, 4, and 5) and in some cases 7-year-olds as well were given each test at a separate session, a day or two apart. Older subjects were given both tests at a single session.
were put in or on different places, a teddy bear wielding different instruments, a felt stick-on dollhouse for adding objects to) and using pictures for the deverbals test. For each semantic class of input item, subjects were given two sample coinages. On the denominal test, examples of novel verbs were given in the three binyan verb patterns used for activity verbs; on the deverbals task, examples of novel nouns were given in a range of noun patterns applicable to each class of item in the established lexicon.

Results

To maximize comparability between the denominal and deverbals studies, results are presented for three of the four classes of input items in each test: verbs derived from instrument, object, and place nouns, and nouns derived from instrument, agent, and place nouns; Table 5.1 shows the breakdown of novel items produced by subjects when required to coin innovative verbs from familiar source nouns. These novel items were rated as “appropriate” when the form produced was in one of the three morphological patterns used for encoding activity verbs; “other” coinages were verbs in an intransitive pattern or with a morphologically indeterminate form; “ill-formed” responses either were not in any Hebrew verb pattern or violated phonological constraints on verb formation. The inverse of total coinages (not specified in the table) are “non-responses” of three kinds: no response, “don’t know,” or repetition of the input item.

Table 5.1 shows that by 4 years of age, children reach near ceiling (87%) in coining novel verbs in one of the five binyan verb patterns available for constructing nonpassive verbs in their language. From 3 years of age, the vast bulk of these innovations were also semantically appropriate. They were formed in one of the three verb patterns for describing activities rather than change-of-state achievements. However, the 3-year-olds were able to perform this task appropriately only around half the time. That is, the youngest group had difficulty in coining novel verbs from familiar source nouns; although when they did so, it was overwhelmingly in accordance with the structural constraints dictated by the grammar of verb formation in their language. The proportion of ill-formed responses out of total innovations was very low, less than 5% overall, even among 3- and 4-year-olds, with a slight peak in amount of error at age 4. These errors typically violated morphophonological constraints within verb-pattern formation. There were very few instances of the non-Hebrew processes of zero derivation or of adding a prefix or suffix to the source noun (e.g., a verb prefix such as present-tense me- as in ill-formed *mekise from kise “chair” [Tal 7-0]), cf. possible P3 meke, or the infinitival prefix le- as in *le‘aron from aron “closet” [Michal, 9-3], cf. possible P3 le‘aren; or a nominal suffix to yield diminutive noun forms, impossible as verbs, e.g., madaf-it “shelfie” from madaf “shelf,” masi ne “inn needle” from masi “needle” [Rotem, 4-4]). Overwhelmingly, when children produced novel verbs based on familiar source nouns, they constructed them in a form consistent with the morphological verb patterns stipulated by their grammar.

A different picture emerges for how the same subjects performed when asked to coin novel nouns from familiar verbs. Table 5.2 shows (a) the percentage of morphologically innovative noun forms given by each age

<p>| Table 5.1 |
|---|---|---|---|
| <strong>Breakdown of Innovative Responses in Coining Verbs from 30 Familiar Nouns</strong> |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Appropriate</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total Coinages</th>
<th>Ill Formed (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 years</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 years</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. N = 12 per age group.*

<p>| Table 5.2 |
|---|---|---|
| <strong>Breakdown of Innovative Responses in Coining Nouns from 30 Familiar Verbs</strong> |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Total Coinages</th>
<th>Ill Formed (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 years</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 years</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. N = 12 per age group.*
group, and (b) the proportion of those that were ill formed (i.e., they violated morpheme-structure rules constraining the form of possible nouns in Hebrew).

The findings in Table 5.2 strongly confirm the prediction that children will coin novel nouns very readily. Even the youngest group, the 3-year-olds, reached ceiling in amount of total coinages (83% compared with only 55% verb coinages from the same children) Yet they often violate structural constraints in doing so, an average 23% of all innovations from age 3 through 7 years. Responses revealed three main deviations from conventional noun-formation, which we defined as ill-formed: (a) forms that violate morphophonological constraints on the syllable structure of possible words in Hebrew (e.g., rittix for a person whose job is to boil things — lehartiak [Tom, 5;11]; ramdehant for an instrument used for putting people to sleep — lehardim [Lior, 3;10]); (b) words that use verbal affixes with nounlike stems (e.g., the infinitival prefix le- in leachon for an instrument used for irritating people, from the verb le-achen [Omer, 3;10]; le-hashkhet for a place for watering from the verb le-hashkot [Amir, 3;9]); and (c) words that are structurally well formed as nouns but inappropriate for a given semantic class (e.g., the passive participle form merutax “that has been” boiled” to name a person whose job is to boil things, lehartiak [Tomer, 4;0], or the coinages bishlur [Naama, 5;2] and mevashlan [Yaniv, 5;5], both possible nouns in Hebrew but suited to naming an abstract state with the -ut suffix or an agent with -an, respectively, and both misapplied here to name a place where people perform the activity of ‘levashel” cooking.”

The fact that until as late as age 7 nearly one quarter of the novel output nouns produced in response to familiar input verbs were what we characterized as ill formed, and as many as one third of the innovative responses produced at age 4, suggests that children find it hard to coin novel nouns that meet the structural and semantic constraints on form-meaning relations in Hebrew nominal patterning. And it contrasts markedly with the performance of the same children in producing novel verbs, where from age 3 they only occasionally, and from age 5 almost never, violated constraints on semantically and structurally appropriate verb formation in their language.

---

8 Several responses involved two or all three of these deviations. For example, for a place where people waste things or are busy wasting—le-bach—-the response lebabezun [Naama, 4;1] is an impossible word in Hebrew, because it combines the verbal prefix le- with the nominal suffix -an, the favored device for innovative agent and occasionally for instrument nouns, but not used to name places.
situations do suggest themselves. For example, one explanation for the relatively larger number of verb coinages in the spontaneous speech sample could be that most (67%) appeared to be related to other verbs rather than derived denominally (from established nouns), as was required by the test.

Examples of spontaneous coinages that were clearly denominal include: the P1 verb la-tsun “to put sheep into the fold” from the noun tsun “sheep” [Itamar, 3;11], P3 mexal “spacing, revolving” for a rocket moving in outer space = xalal [Asaf, 5;8], and P5 mashligim “sliding in the snow” from the noun shélég “snow” [Nir, 4;1]. Apart from denominal forms like these, three main types of verb coinages occurred in the naturalistic sample: pattern switching, overmarking, and gap filling. (a) In pattern switching, children innovate by using a verb pattern different from the one used for that form-meaning slot in the established lexicon. For example, Ran, age 5;9, says ha-tzmunot P2 neslofot “the pictures change” of a board with pictures that switch when one turns a button (cf. conventional P4 mitzafot), from causative P5 maxif “to switch” + TRANSITIVE, root x-l-f; and in the opposite direction, Erez, age 5;6, tells his mother that he needs le-hitrashem [P2] = “to sign up for school” (cf. conventional P4 intransitive le-herashem), from P1 transitive lirshom, root r-s-m. (b) In overmarking, children explicitly mark verbs from the basic P1 pattern to indicate change-of-state unaccusativity with the P2 or P4 patterns if intransitive, and for causativity using the P3 and P5 pattern if transitive. For example, Keren, age 3;6, says she went swimming in deep water and yet lo P2 nibtâi “I did not become drowned” in place of conventional tavâi “I drowned”; and Ran, age 4;9, says that the sun mamash P5 masrif oti “really makes-burn-up me” in place of conventional P1 soref. (c) In gap filling, around 20% of the verb-based unconventional verbs coined by children fill genuine gaps in the established lexicon. For example, Hila, age 3;4, creates an onomatopoeic verb in P3 in the form meyâmem for a cat that meows at the time; and Nir, age 4;3, coins a causative P5 verb to describe someone who makes the chair creak, maxrik (cf. conventional P1 xorek), as does Shellai, age 4;7, when complaining that her mother causes her to dive down, P5 matsilah, in the bathtub (cf. conventional P1 tsoel).

These examples suggest that children find it natural to coin new verbs from familiar verbs by moving across and between the five verb patterns. As noted, they tend less to use familiar nouns as a basis for verb coining, the task required by the test. This accords well with the finding that the task of denominal verb formation appeared quite difficult for the 3-year-olds (only 55% of their responses took the form of verb coinages). Besides, in the naturalistic sample, less than one third of the noun-based verb coinages were recorded from children age 2 to 4, in contrast to well over half the verb-related verb coinages. In general, then, in Hebrew, younger children might tend more naturally to coin verbs from inside the verb system by following the typically Semitic device of verb-pattern alternation or innovation, rather than by deriving them from nouns or adjectives.

In contrast to innovative verbs, the bulk of the noun coinages in the naturalistic sample fill genuine gaps. That is, they name objects or states that lack conventional labels, rather than replacing established lexical items. Spontaneously innovated nouns further contrast with verb innovations because they reveal considerable variety, in both content and form. Semantic innovations included instrument, agent, and place nouns, action nominals, and abstract states, illustrated in (4).

(4) Innovative nouns in spontaneous speech

1. ani caru *makneka.
   I need (a) wiper. [Ran, boy, 4;11]
   < P3 le-kanea “wipe (one’s nose)”
   cf. menxâta "handkerchief"

2. aba, ani rote et ha-*mogela selza.
   Dad, I want your shaver. [Uri, boy, 3;6]
   < P4 le-higaela “shave (oneself)”
   cf. mexonat-giluah “shaving machine = razor = razor”

3. hi mamash *mut's'ani. Miri.
   She’s a real finder. [Hila, girl, 3;9]
   < P1 li mish “to find”
   (speaking about her babysitter, who is good at finding things)

4. aba sheli hu *kvar shel ha-xayot shelhu.
   My dad is the butcher of our dead pets.
   [Shellai, girl, 4;10]
   < P1 li-kvar “to bury”
   cf. kavur “gravedigger”

5. ze bet-sefer le-*negnit.
   It’s a school for instrumenting.
   [Sivan, girl, 4;8]
   < P3 le-nagen “to play (musical instruments)”
   cf. negina “playing instruments, making music”

6. at cerixa la-tet li klev-*negiva.
   You have to give me objects of wipery.
   [Ben, boy, 5;1]
   < P3 le-nagev “to wipe”
   cf. nigeh “(act of) wiping”

The most favored noun coinages were objects, particularly instruments, one third of all noun coinages, as in (4-1, 4-2); about 20% were agent-nouns, as in (4-3, 4-4); and next most common were abstract action
or state nominals, as in (4-5,4-6). Children coined relatively few place nouns, although on the structured test they coined the same amount of place nouns as instrument and agent nouns.

Analysis of naturalistic coinages thus appears to offer partial support for the trends revealed by the structured elicitations, both in (a) overall proportion of verbs versus nouns that were innovated, and (b) subdivision of these items into semantic classes. In morphological structure, too, spontaneous innovations are on the whole consistent with those elicited by the tests. Verbs were without exception coined in one of the five verb patterns, and nearly all denominal coinages were in the P3 activity pattern, as they were on the test. Nouns, in contrast, were innovated in dozens of different forms, both on the test and in the spontaneous coinages, reflecting the much more open-ended range of possible noun structures in the target language. And in both the test and the spontaneous sample, most took the form of some possible root plus affixal noun-pattern combination (e.g., maCCeCa(CaC) or miCCaCa for instruments and places; CaCaC, CoCCaC, or CaCCaC for agents; CiCuC, CiCeeC, or CiCiaC, haCCaCa for abstract action or state nominals): over two thirds (69%) on the test and three quarters (75%) in the spontaneous sample. Far fewer coinages (31% and 25%, respectively) took the form of a stem plus suffix (e.g., -it for instruments, -ay, -on for agents, -iya for place nouns, or -ut for abstract nominals). Also, both samples yielded very few noun coinages in the present tense or participial benoni form, which is available for zero derivation of agent or instrument nouns from the corresponding verb form. Finally, both the test and the spontaneous speech sample contained relatively few items that were morphologically ill formed in the sense that they violated constraints on the form of a possible word in Hebrew. Naturalistic coinages included only an occasional ungrammatical verb and rather more ill-formed nouns: around 2% compared with 5% of verbs produced by 3- to 7-year-olds on the test, and around 9% compared with nearly 20% of the nouns they produced on the test.

Thus, despite the cautionary note that the two databases are not strictly comparable—in terms of representation of structural and semantic categories, communicative situation, and population selection—findings for noun and verb coinages among Hebrew-speaking children do reveal generally consistent patterns across the two contexts of naturalistic speech output and structured elicitation. Additionally, certain patterns that failed to emerge in the deliberately restricted structured elicitations could be detected in the spontaneous speech sample. For example, children appear to find it easier or more natural to coin verbs that relate to existing verbs in the language rather than deriving them from nouns. And a larger proportion of children’s innovations, both verbs and nouns, appear to fill temporary gaps, substituting for words in the established lexicon, rather than being “creative” new words that lack conventional labels in the target language.

### DISCUSSION

The wug technique was adopted for present purposes as highly appropriate for examining children’s knowledge of rule-dependent versus rote-bound linguistic structure. In the area of derivational morphology, however, grammatical rule and lexical convention and accident interact in complex ways. Accordingly, it has proved useful to tap this aspect of linguistic knowledge by enabling children to go “from known to new,” by requiring them to derive innovative terms from familiar lexical items. This procedure makes it possible to compare how the same children coin new verbs from old nouns as against how they coin new nouns from old verbs. Results of these structured elicitations also provide important support for findings about how and where children spontaneously coin innovative verbs and nouns when faced with the need to fill a genuine, often temporary gap in the course of their natural speech production.

To conclude, I consider implications of these analyses for children's command of word-formation constraints from the perspectives of language development and language typology, on the one hand, and of methodological principles in the study of language production, on the other.

In terms of developmental trends, the present study confirms earlier findings along two important lines (Berman, 1995). Command of derivational morphology typically follows, and is embedded in, mastery of basic clause structure, including such domains as word order, case marking, and inflectional marking of agreement (in the case of Hebrew—number, gender, and person) and tense/mood distinctions. I suggest that irrespective of their particular target language, children around age 2 to 3 years focus on morphology as it interacts with the grammar of clause structure more than in relation to the structure of the lexicon and vocabulary extension. Thus, structural overregularizations and other creative errors will initially be found mainly in the domain of grammatical inflection, and only subsequently in the area of lexical innovation.

Children appear to start working seriously on derivational morphology from age 3 up, busying themselves with analyzing word forms into their component roots, stems, and affixes in terms of lexical
form–meaning mappings, and in relation to categories such as causativity or inchoativity in the verb system, or of agent, instrument, and location in the noun system. Developmentally, age 4 emerges as a period of instability: 4-year-olds indulge in considerable experimentation with word-formation conventions, they reveal the highest degree of across-child and across-item variability, and they tend to also produce the most grammatically ill-formed coinages. These patterns provide evidence for the superficially U-shaped developmental curve that I have argued for in different domains of language acquisition (Berman, 1986, 1987, 1990). In the area under discussion, 2-year-olds by and large do not yet analyze the internal, derivational structure of words; 3-year-olds begin making creative errors; 4-year-olds are the most productive but the least constrained by conventionality in the sense of the form–meaning relations specified in the established lexicon (Clark, 1993); and from age 5, children show an almost adult command of lexical structure and are increasingly bound by lexical convention.

This yields certain predictions about the nature of vocabulary development during and beyond the preschool years. Children early on gain command of the grammatically determined structural constraints on possible word structure in their language; and the stronger the constraints (as in the Hebrew verb system), the earlier will they be mastered. Appropriate form–meaning mappings take longer to develop, so that lexical semantics in this sense follows rather than precedes grammar. When the conventional lexicon starts expanding with school-age developments and the impact of increased literacy, children's creativity takes a dip. Only much later, with the consolidation of metalinguistic skills, do word coinages reveal an upsurge among some although not all speaker-writers, in a conscious attempt to meet genuine lexical gaps in such specialized areas as linguistic humor, advertising, scholarly terminology, and innovative media usage.

These developmental generalizations are constrained by target-language typology and are manifested in ways and at times relative to the particular form–function mappings between the morphological structure of words and the syntactic, semantic, and lexical categories that they encode in different types of languages. The findings of this study reaffirm a view of acquisition that has emerged from cross-linguistic studies in various domains. Work on children's encoding of spatial distinctions comparing languages such as English and Dutch with Korean or Tzeltal (Bowerman, 1996), on children's narrative development in five different languages (Berman & Slobin, 1994), and on compound formation and noun and verb coinages in English compared with Hebrew (Berman & Clark, 1993; Clark & Berman, 1984, 1987) converges to suggest that children from a very young age are attuned to the language–particular way of encoding form–meaning relations in their language. Exactly, when this type of sensitivity finds expression depends on general developmental processes, so that the spatial distinctions noted by Bowerman tend to precede command of derivational marking of linguistic subcategories, and these in turn emerge earlier than rhetorical mastery of form–function relations in extended narrative.

Of all linguistic domains, morphology is the area where cross-linguistic variation is most marked. A reasonable hypothesis might be that universally, in order to coin new words, children initially favor morphologically simple processes such as syntactic conversion (zero derivation) and/or choose the semantically transparent path of adding external affixes to an existing word. Work with Clark has shown that comparing acquisition of derivational morphology in English and Hebrew is particularly fruitful, because the two languages are so different in this respect. Thus, as shown by Clark's (1993) naturalistic data, in English even 2-year-olds rely widely on the linear device of affixing to a stem with suffixes such as -y for innovating denominal adjectives, and with -er for coining agent and instrument nouns from familiar verbs. Moreover, in deriving verbs from nouns, English-speaking children can and do rely on zero derivation. In contrast, Hebrew-speaking children from the start coin all verbs and most nouns like adult speakers of their language, by combining familiar consonantal roots with a given set of affixal patterns. They avoid syntactic conversion, and they use root plus affix formations exclusively for verbs and very widely for nouns. This suggests that a-priori notions of what might be easier or more complex for children must be evaluated in terms of the particular target language to which they are exposed. Each language early on provides children with particular expectations as to the possible, structurally constrained form of words and the preferred, usage-bound form–meaning associations in its current lexicon.

The results of this study suggest that typological factors also play a critical role in how children treat verbs versus nouns in acquisition. As Maratsos (1991) concludes from his cross-linguistically motivated comparison of the acquisition of nouns versus verbs, "we should not expect children's evolution of formal categories to be uniform" (p. 82). On the one hand, Hebrew-speaking children are similar to speakers of any language in that universally they recognize that (a) verbs mark activities, events, and states, and (b) nouns can be coined to name objects, people,
places, and abstract situations. And they are like other children in that once they are able to analyze word structure they show an ability for lexical coinage, forming "new words from old" in their language. On the other hand, Hebrew-speaking children, in both structured elicitation and naturalistic speech, restrict the verbs they coin to a small set of root plus affix based patterns, whereas they coin nouns in a wide and heterogeneous range of forms, not all of which conform to the structural constraints on possible word formation in their language. This difference between how they innovate verbs compared with nouns makes them more similar to adult speakers of their own language than to children acquiring a language such as English.

The data reported here point to an area in which further analysis might help to characterize patterns of lexical innovation in adult as well as children's usage, in Hebrew compared with other languages. The sample of spontaneous coinages used here indicates that Hebrew-speaking children derive verbs by relating them to one another, rather than by denoting them from the nouns in their vocabulary. But they prefer to produce adjectives to name objects and states that lack established labels. It is not immediately obvious whether in this they are observing preferences for new-word formation in contemporary Hebrew usage in general. The question might be partially resolved by dictionary searches to ascertain the distribution patterns of relatively recent innovations in the current Hebrew lexicon. But such survey data would need to be refined by structured elicitation comparing (a) how children and adult speakers of typologically distinct languages derive new verbs both from other, established verbs and from nouns, with (b) how they coin novel nouns from established terms in each of the two major classes of the lexicon.

As a final note on methodology, in order to avoid both under- or over-estimation of children's knowledge and abilities, research should ideally follow the advice given by my graduate students. Start with the richest naturalistic data available as a basis for hypothesis making. Next, design carefully constructed experiments to test your predictions. Afterwards, if possible, go back to check the applicability of your findings in a range of communicative contexts—interactive conversation, elicited narratives, and even, in the case of older children, monologic expository texts. In a domain like the lexicon, where conventionality and representativeness are particularly relevant, it might even be worth checking distributions of form-meaning mappings in established dictionaries and existent corpora of child and adult language usage.
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